JON AGNONE
Affiliate Assistant Professor, Faculty Associate with the Harry Bridges Center for Labor Studies
jon.agnone@gatesfoundation.org / (206) 770-2075
Environment, Labor, Political Sociology, Quantitative Methods, Race and Ethnicity, Social Movements, Social Stratification/Inequality, Statistics

JAMES SOTO ANTONY
Adjunct Professor, Associate Vice Provost & Associate Dean, Academic Affairs, Professor of Educational Leadership & Policy Studies
antony@uw.edu / (206) 221-3448 / Miller 315-C
Education, Social Psychology, Work and Occupations

DEVON BREWER
Affiliate Assistant Professor
ddbrewer@uw.edu / (206) 731-2257
Research Methods, Social Networks, Sociology of Knowledge, Statistics

CALLIE BURT
Affiliate Associate Professor
chburt@uw.edu / (206) 685-2043 / Savery 244
Office Hours: By appointment
Biopsychosociology, Children, Youth, and Families, Criminology, Deviance and Social Control, Health Disparities, Life Course, Race and Ethnicity, Social Psychology, Social Stratification/Inequality
RICHARD F. CATALANO
Adjunct Professor, Social Work, Bartley Dobb Professor for the Study and Prevention of Violence, Associate Director, Social Development Research Group
catalano@uw.edu / (206) 543-6382 / 9725 3rd Ave NE, Suite 401
Children, Youth, and Families, Culture

LISA CUBBINS
Affiliate Assistant Professor
lcubbins@uw.edu
Family, Health, Labor, Social Stratification/Inequality, Work and Occupations

AIMÉE DECHTER
Affiliate Assistant Professor, Research Coordinator
dechter@uw.edu / (206) 543-6013 / Savery 271
Office Hours: By Appointment
Demography, Family, Gender, Life Course, Research Methods, Social Stratification/Inequality, Statistics

MAUREEN EGER
Affiliate Assistant Professor
meger@uw.edu
Comparative Politics, Comparative Sociology, Immigration, Institutions, Nationalism, Political Sociology, Public Opinion, Race and Ethnicity, Social Welfare, West European

KATHIE FRIEDMAN
Adjunct Associate Professor
friedman@uw.edu / (206) 543-1709 / 226 Thomson Hall
Group Dynamics, International Studies, Migration, Race and Ethnicity
ANTHONY GILL
Adjunct Associate Professor
tgill@uw.edu / (206) 543-4718
Comparative Politics, Political Economy, Political Sociology, Public Choice, Religion

ANGELINA SNODGRASS GODOY
Adjunct Professor, Helen H. Jackson Chair in Human Rights, Director Center for Human Rights
agodoy@uw.edu / (206) 616-3585
Human Rights, Law and Society, Sociological Theory, Violence and Trauma

ROBERTO GONZALEZ
Adjunct Assistant Professor
rggonzal@uw.edu / (206) 685-2872 / 4101 Fifteenth Ave. N.E.

DAVID GREMBOWSKI
Adjunct Professor
grem@uw.edu / (206) 616-2921 / Health Sciences H664
Health Services, Institutions, Public Health, Public Policy

J. DAVID HAWKINS
Adjunct Professor, Kozmetsky Professor of Prevention, Director, Social Development Research Group
jdh@uw.edu / (206) 543-7655 / 9725 3rd Avenue NE, Suite 401
Children, Youth, and Families, Criminology, Deviance and Social Control

J. ELIZABETH JACKSON
Affiliate Assistant Professor
bjackson@uw.edu

RESAT KASABA
Adjunct Professor
kasaba@uw.edu / (206) 543-6890 / Thomson 322

TETSUDEN KASHIMA
Adjunct Professor
kashima@uw.edu / (206) 543-4358 / Padelford A519
Community, Race and Ethnicity, Religion

BARBARA LASLETT
Affiliate Professor
laslett@uw.edu
Family, Gender, Sexuality, Theory

HEDWIG (HEDY) LEE
Affiliate Professor
hedylee@uw.edu
Demography, Ecology, Family, Health Disparities, Population Health, Poverty, Race and Ethnicity, Social Demography, Social Stratification/Inequality

ELIZABETH LITZLER
Affiliate Assistant Professor, Director of the Center for Evaluation & Research for STEM Equity
elitzler@uw.edu / (206) 543-4810 / Savery Hall, M297
Office Hours: By appt. only
Applied Sociology, Education, Gender, Race and Ethnicity, Social Stratification/Inequality
MAYA MAGARATI
Affiliate Assistant Professor
magarati@uw.edu

MICHELLE MAROTO
Affiliate Assistant Professor, University of Alberta
maroto@uw.edu
Economic Sociology, Finance and Credit, Gender, Labor, Organizations, Qualitative Methods, Quantitative Methods, Race and Ethnicity, Social Stratification/Inequality

GARY MARX
Affiliate Professor
gmarx@uw.edu
Collective Action, Deviance and Social Control, Law and Society, Social Movements

AFRA MASHHADI
Affiliate Assistant Professor, Lecturer
mashhadi@uw.edu

BARBARA MELBER
Affiliate Assistant Professor
melber@uw.edu / (206) 725-6789

MICHAEL MULCAHY
Affiliate Assistant Professor, UW Seattle Sociology, Lecturer, Associate Professor, Central Washington
DONALD PATRICK  
Adjunct Professor  
donald@uw.edu / (206) 685 7252 / H-689, H Wing, Health Sciences Building  
Office Hours: By appointment  
Applied Sociology, Medical Sociology, Social Mobility, Social Stratification/Inequality

ROBERT PEKKANEN  
Adjunct Associate Professor  
pekkanen@uw.edu / (206) 685-1527

MIRUNA PETRESCU-PRAHOVA  
Adjunct Assistant Professor  
mirunapp@uw.edu / (206) 616-4724

CAROLYN PINEDO-TURNOVSKY  
Adjunct Assistant Professor  
cpt4@uw.edu / (206) 543-6363 / A517 Padelford Hall  
Office Hours: Winter 2020: Friday, 1:00-3:00pm & by individual appointment.  
Ethnography, Field Research Methods, Immigration, Labor, Qualitative Methods, Undocumented Immigrant and Mixed-Status Communities

BOB PLOTNICK  
Affiliate, Professor, Public Affairs and Social Work  
plotnick@uw.edu / (206) 616-6169  
Labor, Poverty, Social Stratification/Inequality, Social Welfare
SCOTT RADNITZ
Adjunct Associate Professor
srad@uw.edu / (206) 543-2467 / Thomson Hall
Comparative Sociology, Political Economy, Political Sociology

JAKE ROSENFELD
Affiliate Associate Professor
jrosenfeld@wustl.edu
Deviance and Social Control, Political Sociology, Race and Ethnicity

RONALD SCHOENBERG
Affiliate Assistant Professor
(206) 448-7587
Computational Methods, Statistics

KAREN SNEDKER
Affiliate Assistant Professor
snedker@uw.edu / (206) 281-2177
Children, Youth, and Families, Criminology, Demography, Urban Studies

EMMA SPIRO
Adjunct Assistant Professor
espiro@uw.edu / (206) 616-7395 / MGH 310C
Office Hours: By appointment
Big Data, Computational Methods, Natural Disasters, Population, Quantitative Methods, Social Networks, Statistics
JAMES WELLMAN
Adjunct Associate Professor
jwellman@uw.edu / (206) 543-0339 / Thomson 420
Culture, Religion, Theory

EMILIO ZAGHENI
Affiliate Associate Professor
emilioz@uw.edu / Savery 235
Big Data, Demography, Family, Life Course, Mathematical Demography, Migration